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In mobile adhoc networks (MANETs) a tree-based dynamic address auto-configuration protocol (T-DAAP) is
one of the best protocols designed for address assignment as far as the network throughput and packet delays are
concerned. Moreover, MANET security is an important factor for many applications given that any node can listen
to the channel and overhear the packets being transmitted. In this paper, we merge the address assignment with
the security key delivery into one protocol, such that a node in the MANET is configured with IP address and
security key simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, no single protocol provides concurrent assignment
of IP addresses and security keys for MANET nodes. The proposed method, which is based on T-DAAP, shows
significant enhancements in the required control packets needed for assigning network nodes IP addresses and
security keys, MAC layer packets, total end-to-end delay, and channel throughput over those obtained when using
separate protocols. Additionally, it provides not only efficient security keys to the nodes from the first moment they
join the network, but also secure delivery of the address and security key to all participating nodes. It is noteworthy
to mention that providing a complete security model for MANET to detect and countermeasure network security
threats and attacks is beyond the scope of our proposed protocol.

Key words: Mobile Adhoc networks, IP address, security key, packet delay, channel throughput, control packets

Dinamička distribucija sigurnosnih ključeva i koalicijski protokol IP adresa za mobilne ad hoc mreže.
Kod mobilnih ad hoc mreža (MANET) dinamički protokol za autokonfiguraciju adresa baziran na stablu (T-DAAP)
je jedan od najboljih protokola dizajniranih za dodjelu adresa iz perspektive propusnosti mreže i i kašnjenja paketa.
Štoviše, sigurnost MANET-a je važan faktor za mnoge aplikacije s obzirom da bilo koji čvor može osluškivati kanal
i slučajno čuti pakete koji se šalju. U ovom radu, dodjela adresa i dostava sigurnosnih ključeva spojeni su u jedan
protokol tako da je čvor u MANET-u konfiguriran simultano s IP adresom i sigurnosnim ključem. Prema saznanjima
autora, niti jedan postojeći protokol ne pruža istovremeno dodjeljivanje IP adrese i sigurnosnog ključa za MANET
čvorove. Predložena metoda, koja se bazira na T-DAAP-u, pokazuje značajna poboljšanja u odnosu na metode koje
koriste odvojene porotokole, kod traženih kontrolnih paketa koji su potrebni za dodjeljivanje IP adresa i sigurnosnih
ključeva čvorovima mreže, MAC paketa, ukupnog end-to-end kašnjenja i propusnosti kanala. Dodatno pruža ne
samo efikasne sigurnosne ključeve čvorovima od trenutka kad se priključe mreži, nego i sigurno dostavljanje adrese
i sigurnosnog ključa svim čvorovima koji sudjeluju u mreži. Važno je spomenuti da je pružanje cjelokupnog
sigurnosnog modela za MANET koji detektira dodatno i protumjere prijetnjama i napadima na sigurnost mreže
izvan dosega predloženog protokola.

Ključne riječi: mobilne ad hoc mreže, IP adresa, sigurnosni ključ, kašnjenje paketa, propusnost kanala, kontrolni
paketi

1 INTRODUCTION

Opposed to the infrastructure wireless networks where
each user communicates directly with an access point or
base station [1-10], mobile ad hoc network, or MANETs
are a kind of wireless ad hoc networks that become in-
creasingly involved in many daily activities ranging from
simple applications such as home networks to critical ap-
plications as in military networks [11-18]. In all adhoc

applications, nodes at the lead of a network joining must
be assigned an IP address or identification in order to com-
municate with other nodes in the network without confu-
sion [19-25]. In addition to identification, a shared security
key must be established before communicating with other
nodes. It is widely reported that the symmetric cryptogra-
phy schemes are convenient for ad hoc networks while the
public key cryptography schemes are not feasible on many
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grounds [26-29]. Node address assignment is an active re-
search topic since it can be performed using several tech-
niques [30-34]. Additionally, the security key assignment
in MANETs is also of interest, but unfortunately, there are
no widely-accepted standards among researchers hereto-
fore.

Node addresses in MANET can be assigned using
centralized, decentralized, or neighbor based approaches.
Centralized approaches use a central server for address as-
signment in a newly joining node. The disadvantage of
these methods is the possibility of single point of failure
in the central server which can disrupt the entire network
[35, 36]. Decentralized approaches allow the node to pick
an IP address and then check for uniqueness [37,38]. The
main disadvantage of these methods is that the verification
required for address uniqueness/conflicts with other nodes
are accomplished by network-wide flooding. In neighbor-
based approaches, the network does not suffer from wide
?ooding. In other words, achieving a unique address re-
quires a flooding to neighbors only. These approaches have
been found to be the best for MANET in terms of delay,
flooding, and throughput [30, 35, 39]. Hence, the proposed
protocol employs a neighbor based protocol for address as-
signment part.

When a MANET requires security, it will be re-
quired for each node to have a security key (as mentioned
above, the shared key cryptography is more convenient for
MANETs). Key assignment can be performed using either
central or distributed approaches [40]. Nevertheless, due
to the nature of MANET, central approaches suffer from
many obstacles [31], out of which the saved keys might
be revealed, the central server might be stolen, hacked, or
intercepted which in turn lead to having a very serious se-
curity breach. Additionally, it may go offline for a number
of reasons (i.e., power failure or DoS attack) and stops dis-
tributing the keys to the nodes. Another concern may be
the range of accessibility because of network partitioning
[26].

Most research in MANET security and address man-
agement assumes two protocols (i.e., one protocol for ad-
dress assignment and another for security key assignment).
Few papers have been published concerning the autocon-
figuration and key distribution in adhoc networks [41, 42].
The idea of these approaches is to correlate IP address with
a security key which incurs many problems include NAT-
ing of local address, fixed mapping of IP, and security key
generation. In this paper, we merge the use of address as-
signment and key distribution into one protocol. The pro-
posed protocol assigns IP address to the nodes in a way
complies with the neighbor-based approaches and delivers
a security key to these nodes in a distributed manner re-
sulting in preserving the network power and reducing the
?ooding as well. The novelty of proposed protocol emerges

by enforcing secured distributions from the beginning of
node joining the MANET. Furthermore, the performance
improvements of applying the proposed protocol are ex-
tremely impressive, as we will see in section 4. Although,
the proposed protocol does not address the security of the
MANET, it provides the nodes with security symmetric
keys to use in their security protocol.
The contributions of our work can be summarized as fol-
low:

1. We combined security key delivery and address as-
signment for MANET networks into one protocol.

2. We distributed the function of our protocol among the
nodes to eliminate the need of a single central server.

3. The proposed protocol provides a secure delivery of
both address and key assignments to the nodes in the
network.

The paper organization is as follows. In the following sec-
tion, a comprehensive overview on the address assignment
and key distribution protocols in MANETs is provided.
Section 3 details the proposed protocol for key and ad-
dress assignments in MANETs. Section 4 summarizes the
simulation environment and results in addition to the sig-
nificance of the proposed protocol. Conclusion and future
research ideas are presented in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

A MANET is an autonomous system of mobile nodes
connected by wireless links whereas nodes are free to
move and organize themselves into a dynamic network.
Each node operates as an end-system and a router to re-
lay packets to other nodes. A MANET does not require
any fixed infrastructure such as base stations or dedicated
servers. Therefore, it is an attractive networking option for
connecting mobile devices quickly and spontaneously as
adopted in military battlefields, disaster recovery, and res-
cue operations.

For node address assignment in MANET, many
neighbor-based protocols have been proposed [43-48]. It is
worth mentioning that all of these protocols were designed
for address assignments only without incorporating any se-
cure protocol. Al-Mistarihi et al. [43] proposed a tree
based topology oriented auto-configuration mechanism (T-
DAAP). In which, each node can have any of three roles,
which are root node, leader node or normal node. Root
node is the main node in the protocol, which maintains the
records of the leader nodes and their address information
in its database, and performs tasks of network partitioning
and merging. Leader nodes possess disjoint sets of IP ad-
dresses for assignment of IP addresses to incoming nodes.

1021 AUTOMATIKA 57(2016) 4, 1020–1034
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Normal nodes do not have any special function except used
for routing in case of non-availability of leader in a partic-
ular area. Distributed-based dynamic address assignment
protocol (D-DAAP) [44] is based on the even distribution
of address pool between the new node and its allocator.
MANET configurations [45, 46] allow any new node to
pick a random IP address and accordingly check with the
rest of network nodes if this IP address is unique or not.

The prophet address allocation scheme [47] uses a
stateful address generation function f(n) for each node
to generate a series of random numbers for new coming
nodes. Function f(n) is carefully designed to minimize the
possibility of duplication. The initial state of f(n) is called
the seed where different seeds may lead to different se-
quences. Consequently, the state of f(n) is updated. In
prime dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) [48],
a configured node assigns an IP address to the new node
in the network. It uses a prime numbering address alloca-
tion (PNAA) algorithm to generate a unique IP. However,
this approach may not evenly use the available IP address
pool. The maximum allowable address may be quickly
reached and the network partitioning can be detected by
the absence of DHCP recycle message generated by the
root node.

Most centralized address assignment protocols are
mainly based on what has been proposed in [49], that is,
a single node (leader) in the network is responsible for as-
signing IP addresses to other nodes joining the network.
In these protocols, the address uniqueness is guaranteed
but the main problems include maintaining a single leader
in the network and having high communication overhead
with the central server. In decentralized schemes as dis-
cussed in [50], each node configures itself with an IP ad-
dress and then examines for duplicate address in the net-
work. Usually, these protocols suffer from network-wide
flooding and high communication overhead. Perkins et al.
[51] proposes a stateless approach where a new node se-
lects an IP address randomly and floods the selected ad-
dress to all nodes in the network. Authors in [52] pro-
posed a group-based address autoconfiguration scheme in
a way that the network is divided into groups of two hops
whereas a unique identity is assigned to each group. Each
group has a leader that maintains allocation tables for the
assigned addresses and other group leaders’ tables. Net-
work partitioning and merging are not well-defined in this
protocol. Furthermore, it does not consider the cases of
graceless departure of nodes and group leaders.

Networks security is an important factor for construct-
ing any critical network specifically adhoc networks. In
traditional wired networks, the central servers are available
to provide security services for users inside the network
system. For example, a central server generates the keys
and distributes them securely to the nodes. In MANETs,

the absence of infrastructure and central server creates new
challenges in their security paradigm [26].

Distributed cryptography (or security) is a cryptogra-
phy scheme suited for mobile networks [53-58] since it
provides robustness and defense against a single point of
failure in the central server schemes [29]. In threshold
cryptography, which is considered the most reliable dis-
tributed cryptography scheme, the central server function
is distributed among a group of servers in an (n,t) threshold
manner. That is any t server (t is the threshold value and
t < n) can collaborate to generate the key for the arriving
node. When one of these t servers is compromised or fails,
the rest of the group (n) can take the place of this server.
This distribution provides not only a co-operative security
model, but also robustness against a single point of failure.

2.1 Symmetric Key Generation System (SKGS)

Blom proposed a symmetric key generation system
(SKGS) [57] based on secret sharing systems for wired
networks. In SKGS, nodes are supplied with a relatively
small amount of secret data (key chains) that is used to de-
rive all the nodes’ keys.

In SKGS, a central server (trusted authority) generates:

1. Global matrix G of size n×k, where n is the number
of nodes and k is the key chain length. This G matrix
will be broadcasted to all nodes in the network.

2. Symmetric secret matrix D of size n×n known by the
central server only.

Then, the key matrix for the network is calculated as K =
[D× G]T×G by the central server. Since D is symmetric,
K will be also symmetric. Thus, for rows i and j in K, we
have Ki,j= Kj,i . If row i is the key chain for node i, and
row j is the key chain for node j, then the element Ki,j (or
Kj,i) will be the symmetric key between node i and node j.

Because G is identified by all network participants and
D is identified only by the central server, this central server
delivers the ith row of [D×G]T to node i, where i is a net-
work member. The external nodes (malicious nodes) fail
to identify these matrices. Upon reception, node i will re-
construct G by collaboration with other threshold number
of neighbors and calculates its key chain using ki= ith row
of [D× G]T ×G. This multi-step division of key genera-
tion intensifies the secrecy to their key chains and makes it
more difficult for the intruders to retrieve any information
about other nodes. The problem of this approach is that
it relies on a central server to do the whole work, which
makes it vulnerable to a single point of failure. Another
problem arises from key request and delivery is that some
nodes may be unable to reach the central server due to bro-
ken links or untrustworthy routing information [29, 31].
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2.2 Secured Shared-key Discovery (SSD)

In [55], a distributed key pre-distribution scheme
(DKPS) is proposed. The scheme is a distributed symmet-
ric key management scheme that does not rely on a trusted
third party (TTP). The DKPS is composed of three parts:
distributed key selection (DKS), secure shared-key discov-
ery (SSD), and key exclusion property testing (KEPT).

In the SSD phase, nodes determine which keys that
they have chosen are shared with the other nodes without
using a TTP. This process must also be done without re-
vealing the node’s own key ring. The authors suggest us-
ing a privacy-homomorphism [59] to encrypt and decrypt
keys. The properties of privacy-homomorphism encryp-
tion are the following for two plaintexts x and y:

1. Additive: given EK(x) and EK(y), then EK(x + y) =
EK(x) + EK(y).

2. Scalar multiplicative: given EK(x) and scalar t, then
EK(t*x)= EK(x) * t

3. Non-trivial zero encryption: EK(0) has many repre-
sentations in the cipher text domain.

Note that for the additive and multiplicative properties,
the encrypted version of two plain texts does not require
the knowledge of the actual plain texts themselves if the
individual encryptions are known. The authors note that
the non-trivial zero encryption is a property that many pro-
tocols miss.

If node B wants to check which keys it shares with node
A, then A will start by forming a polynomial using its own
keys. The coefficients of this polynomial are encrypted and
sent to B. Node B can theoretically then create encryptions
of the coefficients multiplied by some random number due
to homomorphism properties. These encryptions are sent
back to A, who decrypts and should now be able to tell
through decryption to zero which ones B sent are the same
as its own keys (but A does not know what the keys actually
are). A bitmap is formed and sent back to B. In this paper,
we will use SSD to find the common keys between any two
nodes key chains.

3 PROPOSED PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

This section explains the proposed protocol functions
of providing a secure distribution of IP addresses and se-
curity keys for MANET nodes. It deserves mentioning
that preliminary results of this proposal have been pre-
sented in [60]. However, the proposed protocol overlaps
T-DAAP address assignment and threshold based security
key assignment into one protocol. After network setup,
a newly joining node during the joining process receives

securely an address and a security key to associate itself
with the network. The network is divided into zones where
each zone has one leader, taking into consideration that the
whole network has only one root.

3.1 Node Types
According to their functions, network nodes can be

classified into three categories: root, leader, or normal
node. The following subsections explain the role and func-
tionalities of each category.

3.1.1 The Root

Only one node in the network should be in this state.
The root controls many protocol functions. Its role is as
follows:

1. Maintains all zones’ leaders IP addresses and their
corresponding number of free IP addresses, lead-
ers’ indices needed for candidate root selection, and
shared security key of each one in its database (the
network initialization is discussed later in section
3.2.1).

2. Periodically sends unicast rootAlive messages to ev-
ery leader to announce its presence provided that the
rootAlive message contains the root IP address, lead-
ers set, and number of free IP addresses for each
leader. When the leader receives the rootAlive mes-
sage, it will update its database with the new informa-
tion of the other leaders. Moreover, the leader replies
by leaderAlive message that contains its IP address
and number of free IP addresses.

3. When the root receives the leaderAlive message, it
will update the number of free IP addresses of that
leader. If the root does not receive the message within
a pre-defined time interval, it will try to find this
leader by unicasting alert message. If this leader can-
not be found, the root will assume that the node is no
longer a leader and deletes it from its database.

4. Responsible for security key distribution to all lead-
ers.

5. Once a security breach is detected, it is responsible
for key invalidation and new keys generation.

6. Responsible for generating the security matrices G
and D. We used Reed-Solomon maximum distance
separable codes (MDS) [58] for matrix G generation
that is any threshold number of rows can reconstruct
the matrix G.

7. Has common security key with every leader under its
supervision.
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3.1.2 The Leader Nodes

Leader nodes exist in the MANET tree structure un-
der the supervision of the root. The number of leaders
in MANETs varies and depends on the area of the net-
work. Leaders have knowledge of available free IP ad-
dresses where each leader has a disjoint set of free IP ad-
dresses in its free IP address pool. In addition, each leader
retains information of the other leaders, which includes
their IP addresses and corresponding number of free IP ad-
dresses. This does not accrue a heightened load on the
network since it can be accomplished easily by exchang-
ing the triggered updates advertisement packets between
the leaders. Basically, these leaders are responsible for IP
address and key assignments to the new nodes joining the
network. Leader acts as a root for its zone and generates
Gzi and Dzi matrices. Gzi is distributed among the zone
members in a threshold manner and Dzi is known only
by the leader only. Leaders also preserve a table of zone
node indexes along with shared security key between the
leader and every node. The leader periodically broadcasts
its presence implicitly by including the node type in the
hello messages. After initialization, each normal node in
the MANET has to be in the neighbourhood of at least one
leader.

3.1.3 The Normal Nodes

The normal nodes can relay IP addresses and security
keys assignments packets to the new nodes if the leaders
are outside their transmission range. Additionally, they
respond to the leader through periodic messages and al-
low the leader to find the used address space and departed
nodes. Furthermore, normal nodes have the generator ma-
trix G distributed among them in a (n, t) threshold manner,
where n is the number of nodes inside the zone and t is the
threshold value.

3.2 Address and Key Assignments

This section explains how the proposed protocol as-
signs IP addresses and security keys to the nodes in the
MANET. For convenience and practical issues, zones have
different matrices (Gzi and Dzi, where i is the zone leader
index at the root). This reduces the threshold values, which
in turn mitigate the number of computations in generating
and regenerating the generator matrix Gzi, since this ma-
trix is related to the number of nodes inside the zone only.

3.2.1 Network Initialization

At the initialization stage of the network, there will be
a lower number of nodes than the threshold value, the fol-
lowing steps occur during initialization:

1. The network follows T-DAAP initialization phase
through selecting a root node that will assign IP ad-
dresses only to the nodes at this stage until there is
enough number of nodes (no. of nodes ≥ threshold).

2. Once the number of nodes reaches the threshold
value, the root generates GR and DR matrices. Where
any threshold (t) rows of GR can be used to recon-
struct GR.

3. The root distributes rows of GR to each node (where
these nodes will be the leaders) whereas DR will be
known by the root only assuming that all these nodes
are legitimate and not malicious.

4. The root calculates AR (AR = [DR ×GR]T ) and de-
livers to each leader i its corresponding row i.

5. Each leader i collaborates with other leaders (any
threshold number of leaders) to reconstruct GR and
calculates its key chain using ki=[(ith row of AR)×
GR].

6. The root backs-up its information (leaders’ IP ad-
dresses and security keys control information) on the
leader that has the lowest index to be the candidate
root. We will see the importance of this step in the
root departure subsection shortly.

7. Now, leaders can mobilize to cover all the network
area uniformly. Communication between any two
leaders can take place securely even if they are out
of range to each other since mutual shared keys are
established between them (these nodes are the lead-
ers).

The same steps are carried out by any leader located
within its zone. The leader has to generate another Gzi and
Dzi and distribute them to the normal nodes once there is
enough number of nodes (no. of nodes ≥ threshold) inside
its zone. The leader then backs-up its control information
on one of its zone nodes that has the highest IP address
value (the role of this back-up will be discussed in leader
departure, section 3.2.4). It must be mentioned that the
threshold value of the leader does not have to be the same
as that of the normal nodes, that is to say, the number of
leaders do not have to be the same as the number of zones’
normal nodes. In addition, we assume that the nodes dur-
ing network initialization are not of malicious behaviour.

3.2.2 Node Joining the Network

After the network initialization, any node that joins the
network, which is called a requestor, will receive replies
for its addressKeyRequest broadcast message. The reply
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message contains the assigned IP address for this node and
a row from Azi corresponding to the node index at the
leader of that zone. After the addressKeyReqTimer timer
expires, the new node checks the responses and sets the al-
locatorChosenTimer timer. According to the received re-
sponses, one of the following possibilities may occur:

1. At least one leader that has free IP addresses is found
in the responses. The node chooses the leader that
has the largest free IP addresses to be the alloca-
tor and sends allocatorChosen message to that node.
Upon receiving this message, the chosen leader cal-
culates Azi = (Dzi ×Gzi)T matrix, removes the high-
est available IP address from its free IP address pool,
as well as assigns it to the new node along with the
netId, leader IP address, and ith row of Azi via ad-
dressKeyAssign message.

2. None of the leaders in the responses has addresses.
Node chooses one of the leaders randomly and sends
allocatorChosen message to the selected one. When
the leader receives this message, it will send a wait-
Period message to the requestor and extend the allo-
catorChosenTimer timer. Next to that, the allocator
starts the IP address search process by broadcasting
hello message within its zone in order to find a free
IP address to be assigned to the new node. Once a
free IP address is found, the chosen leader will calcu-
lates Azi = (Dzi × Gzi)T matrix, removes the highest
available IP address from its free IP address pool, and
assigns it to the new node along with the netId, leader
IP address, and ith row of Azi via addressKeyAssign
message.

3. If none of the replies is originated from a leader, it
will pick a random neighbour node from the replies
and select it as its allocator. This allocator will
try to search for an IP address to this new node by
extending the allocatorChosenTimer timer. It will
then start searching for a leader that has free IP ad-
dresses by broadcasting the findLeaderAllocator mes-
sage. Any leader receives the findLeaderAllocator
message replies with the findLeaderAllocatorReply
message that contains its IP address and number of
free IP addresses. The relay selects the leader that has
the highest number of free IP addresses to be the re-
mote allocator by sending the leaderAllocatorChosen
message. When the leader receives this message, it
will remove the highest available IP address from its
free IP address pool and send it to the relay via lead-
erAddressAssign message. In this case, the normal
nodes act as a relay between the requestor and remote
allocator that eventually sends the IP address to the
new node via forwardIpAssign message. When the

allocatorChosenTimer timer expires, the node will
check its status. If it finds that it is not configured, it
will broadcast addressKeyRequest message and start
again. If it is configured, it will ask any t neighbour
nodes to collaborate to generate Gzi matrix. After re-
ceiving a threshold number of rows for Gzi from any
t neighbours, the requestor calculates Ki = (ith row
of Azi)×Gzi as shown by the flow chart discussed in
Fig. 1.

When the new node happens to be of malicious nature,
the proposed protocol will assign it an address and a key
chain. Notice that, even this node is malicious and received
an address and key chain, it will know which parts of its
key chain is common with other nodes only, and will not be
able to reveal any full key chain of another node. Next, the
IDS system will be in charge to detect this node and isolate
it from the network and may rekey the network reactively
as in section 3.2.6.

3.2.3 Root Departure

If the root leaves the network for any reason, the lead-
ers will not receive any rootAlive message. The back-up
root, once it notices the absence of this rootAlive message,
tries to find the root by broadcasting areYouAliveRoot mes-
sage. If the root does not reply to this message, this back-
up root will announce itself as the root and broadcast a
rootAlive message periodically. Because this root contains
the whole network back-up information from the previous
root, the network will be operational immediately without
disruption. For security purposes, the new root re-keys the
leaders by generating new GR and DR and then distributes
the rows of the new matrices as discussed in section 3.2.1.
Thereafter, the new root backs-up this network information
on the leader that has the lowest index to be the candidate
root. During this process, the back-up leader continuously
sends hello message to its zone to postpone leader depar-
ture action in its designated zone

3.2.4 Leader Departure

Due to node movement, the leader may leave its zone
and join another zone. Additionally, it may run out of bat-
tery power, get stolen or attacked by opponents, or change
its type to be the root. When any of these happens, the
back-up leader must take the place of the leader. Because
this leader has the zone back-up information from the pre-
vious leader, zone operations will proceed without disrup-
tion. The new leader then backs-up the zone information
on one of the normal nodes available within its zone. The
network reaction steps to the leader departure which is
summarized in sequence as follows:
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1. Once the back-up leader detects the leader migration
with the absence of hello message, it mobilizes to be-
come the new leader.

2. The new leader registers itself at the root by register-
Leader message.

3. Root repeatedly looks for the previous leader by send-
ing a leaderAlive message.

4. If the previous leader does not reply to the leaderAlive
message, the root frees its IP address from its address
table.

5. The new leader collects GR by collaborating with
neighbouring leaders and generates its key chain. The
root will inform leaders not to respond to GR’s re-
quest except from this new leader node.

6. The root then builds new GR and DR matrices and
securely distributes the GR rows and AR = [DR ×
GR]

T rows to the leaders using previous keys. Each
leader calculates its new key chain by collaboration.

7. The new leader backs-up its information on a node
located within its zone according to the highest IP ad-
dress value criteria.

8. If the migrating leader is the root-back-up leader, then
the root will detect this migration with the absence
of leaderAlive message. The root in turn re-keys the
leader-level nodes and backs-up the network data on
another leader node.

3.2.5 Normal Node Departure

Normal nodes can leave the zone and enter another
zone or sometimes may leave upon abnormal event like
power drain. In normal operation, the nodes attempt to
leave the zone must inform the zone leader for the sake of
deleting its address and accordingly assigning it to a new
node (if there is any). If the nodes left the zone abruptly,
the zone leader detects that by periodic update replies. On
the other hand, if the migrating node is the zone-back-up
leader, the leader re-keys the zone nodes and backs-up the
zone data on another normal node.

3.2.6 Security Key Proactive and Reactive Update

Due to the shared medium and tapping in MANET,
some keys may be revealed or stolen by an intruder. For
that reason, we propose reactive and proactive key update
in which the zone leader must change the zone keys after
a specified period or event by creating a new Dz matrix

(Gz matrix will not be changed). When a leader detects a
key compromise or any suspicious activity in the network,
it will initiate the reactive key update phase by broadcast-
ing an invalidateKey packet to the nodes located within its
zone. When a node inside the zone receives this packet, it
will invalidate its address key table and wait for the leader
to deliver the key vector (ith row of Az) to it. Conse-
quently, it recalculates its news key chain using Ki = [ith

row of Az ×Gz].

3.3 Zone Communications
3.3.1 Intra Zone Communication

When two nodes i, j found inside the same zone (i.e.,
have the same leader) want to communicate with each
other, the communication can take place immediately since
they already have a common key inside their key chains
(i.e., Kij = Kji).

3.3.2 Inter Zone Communication

When nodes x, y located in different zones need to ex-
change packets, the exchange process cannot pass off im-
mediately since there are no known common keys in their
key chains. They first must find common keys between
them. This can be done with the help of secured shared
key discovery (SSD) [55] and the relay function of lead-
ers. After SSD is carried out, the two nodes will know the
common keys between their key chains. This can be done
through the following steps:

1. Node x informs its leader that it wants to communi-
cate with node y but it does not have a shared key with
it.

2. Leader of node x locates the leader of node y, gen-
erates a temporary G matrix (Ginterzone_temp), and
delivers it to the leader of nodes y and x securely.

3. Leader of node y delivers Ginterzone_tempto node y
securely.

4. Node x picks a random vector in GF(q) and calculates
Bx=Vx× Ginterzone_temp,

5. Node y also picks a random vector in GF(q) and cal-
culates By=Vy× Ginterzone_temp

6. Nodes x and y apply SSD with the help of the
leaders as relays to find the common keys between
BxandBy . Authors in [54] found that the proba-
bility of finding common keys between x and y is
approximately 90% when both nodes use the same
Ginterzone_tempassuming that GF parameters were
chosen carefully.
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Fig. 1. Network initialization

7. If no common keys are found, nodes x and y generate
another random vector and apply SSD again until a
common key is found. Communication can occur as
soon as a common key is found between nodes x and
y.

With the help of leaders, inter zone communication
takes place always securely even if one of the zones (or
both zones) has less number of nodes than the zone thresh-
old. The same steps as discussed previously insure a secure
key between the inter zone participants.

3.4 Network Scalability

Since nodes join the network randomly, some leaders
may have more nodes than the upper limit of threshold se-
curity approach. Therefore, the network must scale well
for joining members. In these cases, the zone that exceeds
the threshold limit will be forced to split into two zones as
follows:

1. The original zone leader informs the back-up leader
to be a new leader.
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2. The original leader broadcasts hello message and then
picks half of the nodes based on their signal strength
to be under its administration.

3. The original zone leader sends the new leader a list of
the remaining nodes, which will be under its admin-
istration along with half of its address space.

4. Both leaders now assign addresses and rekey their
nodes. After that, they back-up their information on a
back-up node as discussed in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

5. The original leader will act as a root (Zrooti) for the
new collection and can accept more nodes to join and
create more zones.

6. The original leader will be a leader for upstream root
(the main root) and a root (Zrooti) for the downstream
nodes.

4 SIMULATION AND RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol,
several simulation experiments were performed. Network
Simulator ns-2 (version 2.33) was used for this task. Per-
formance was evaluated by measuring the number of uni-
cast messages per address assignment, number of control
messages per node during the simulation time, and average
address assignment latency.

The unicast messages measured during the simulation
are the unicast messages that are used to assign an IP ad-
dress and other configuration parameters to the unconfig-
ured node. These messages include addressReqReply, al-
locatorChosen, addressAssign, findLeaderAllocatorReply,
leaderAllocatorChosen, forwardIpAssign, and waitPeriod.

The control messages are the messages that are used
to maintain the tree structure of the protocol such as the
root, leader selection, and advertising. These messages are
rootAlive, leaderAlive, newRootAlive, and registerLeader.

4.1 Simulation Scenarios

The proposed protocol was tested under various condi-
tions and distribution models. In these tests, the following
parameters were used:

1. Random waypoint mobility model.

2. Network area is 1000 m×1000 m.

3. Nodes move with a maximum speed of 5 me-
ters/second.

4. The routing protocol used was the ad hoc on demand
distance vector (AODV).

5. Transmission range of the node is 100 m.

6. Data link layer was IEEE 802.11 for all nodes.

7. The number of nodes in the network is 1000 node in-
cluding 20 leaders.

8. The network has 20 zones initially in which no more
than 50 nodes available in each zone. The number of
zones and zone members can scale relative to section
3.4.

The proposed protocol was tested and compared with
the other well-known protocols (i.e., T-DAAP, D-DAAP
for address assignment and threshold security protocol for
key assignment) in terms of not only the number of con-
trol packets needed for address and key assignments, but
also the address and key assignments delay. To show the
significant contributions of our proposed protocol, eval-
uations concerning the channel throughput and required
MAC layer packets are extensively discussed. The results
of the simulation demonstrate how the performance of the
proposed protocol is affected by the node population and
network density.

For T-DAAP and D-DAAP with threshold cryptogra-
phy simulation, we assign addresses first then keys, since
to distribute keys, the node must be identified and has an
address to send the key to this address, while in the pro-
posed protocol, a security key and address will be assigned
at the same time.

4.2 Simulation Results
4.2.1 Address and Key Assignments Control Packets

Figure 2 depicts the average number of control pack-
ets per node for address and key assignments. We can see
that the D-DAAP and threshold security require the high-
est number of assignment packets for all network sizes.
Compared to D-DAAP and threshold security, T-DAAP
and threshold security require a lower number of assign-
ment packets. Compared to aforementioned proposed pro-
tocols, our proposed protocol clearly shows a reduction in
the number of control packets needed per node for address
and security key assignments. As a matter of fact, the
increase in both approaches (T-DAAP or D-DAAP along
with threshold security) is justified due to the increase in
the threshold value to recover G. However, as the net-
work grows in size and when the number of nodes reaches
the threshold value, our proposed protocol outperforms
the other protocols as far as the number of required con-
trol packets is concerned. In fact, our proposed protocol
shows an enhancement of about 30% when the network
nodes are 1000 compared to T-DAAP and threshold secu-
rity scheme. On the other hand, when having 200 nodes
(network threshold value), the proposed protocol requires
almost the same number of control packets as required
in the separate protocols (T-DAAP and threshold security
scheme).
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Fig. 2. Average number of control packets/node assign-
ments

Fig. 3. Average number of control packets/node assign-
ments

4.2.2 Address and Key Assignments Delay

Figure 3 shows the average delay required for address
and security key assignments to the node using reference
protocols and our proposed protocol. As far as the delay
of D-DAAP and threshold security is concerned, we can
see that it tends to increase when the number of network
nodes is dramatically increased. On the other hand, the
delay of T-DAAP and threshold security increases with a
slower pace than D-DAAP and threshold security as long
as the number of nodes increases due to a larger broadcast
domain. It is clearly noticed that the proposed protocol
shows a great reduction in the assignment delay. When the
network nodes get larger and larger, this delay can be up to
26% less than that when employing T-DAAP and threshold
security scheme.

4.2.3 MAC Layer Packets

The results of our proposed protocol, shown in Fig. 4,
demonstrate that the MAC layer packets are significantly
less compared to that when using separate protocols. As
the number of nodes in the network increases, it will in-
cur more load on the MAC layer for channel allocation,
more collisions and retransmissions. It is quite interesting
to notice that the proposed protocol saves about 40% of
the packets to perform the same job done by T-DAAP and

Fig. 4. MAC layer packets

threshold security scheme while the amount of saving is in-
creased to 50% of the packets once D-DAAP and threshold
security scheme are employed. Positively, this significant
load reduction has a great impact on the throughput of the
network as will be seen shortly in the next subsection. The
reason for this enhancement is due to less control packets
needed to assign and maintain address and security keys by
our merged protocol compared to other separate protocols.

4.2.4 Channel Throughput

Logically visible that mitigating the channel conges-
tion certainly leads to having an increase in the throughput
of the network since the probability of finding the chan-
nel status to be “idle” is high. Fig. 5 emphasizes this
through considering different number of nodes in the net-
work. For example, when the number of nodes is 1000, we
can notice that the proposed protocol achieves a through-
put of about 123 while in T-DAAP and threshold security,
they achieve together a throughput of about 85. Moreover,
the obtained throughput of D-DAAP and threshold security
is about 75. Therefore, approximately 45% enhancement
is obtained, compared with the best currently proposed,
which consequently indicates that the probability of hav-
ing network congestion when using the proposed protocol
is much lower than that when using two independent pro-
tocols (T-DAAP and threshold security or D-DAAP and
threshold security). On the other hand, the effect of in-
creasing the number of nodes in the network has a slight
effect on the throughput. For example, when the number
of nodes dips down from 1000 to 50, the throughput vari-
ation is small which undoubtedly means that the proposed
protocol is ultimately scalable.

A noteworthy effect of node’s movement speed on the
throughput is observed, that is when the nodes movement
speed is low, then the throughput of the proposed proto-
col is almost similar to T-DAAP and threshold security to-
gether, while in high speed the throughput for the proposed
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Fig. 5. Channel Throughput

protocol is higher, the logical reason for this is due the fact
that nodes movement from zone to zone is higher when
the nodes movement is high, and thus means more time
needed to assign a key and address for the node, add to
that a higher channel congestion due to higher demand for
address and key assignment for leaving nodes from zone to
zone.

4.2.5 Protocol Reliability and Security

The proposed protocols is not meant to provide secu-
rity to the network, it just assign addresses and keys to be
used then for security. The proposed protocol ability to as-
sign keys and addresses to any new node was investigated.
When the new node happens to be of malicious nature, the
proposed protocol will assign it an address and a key chain.
Notice that, even this node is malicious and received an
address and key chain, it will know which parts of its key
chain is common with other nodes only, and will not be
able to reveal any full key chain of another node. Next, the
IDS system will be in charge to detect this node, isolate it
from the network, and may re-key the network reactively.
In addition, networks active nodes can neglect the request
from nodes identified as malicious by IDS about matrix
G. Consequently, the approach will distribute keys and ad-
dresses reliably and securely (no other node can calculate
other node’s key chain) to new nodes.

The security protocol is slightly better than that of the
two separate protocols as it depends on the IDS ability to
detect and react the malicious nodes. With higher through-
put and lower delay for the proposed protocol, the IDS will
detect malicious nodes faster compared with the two sepa-
rate protocols. Besides, attacks can target key assignment
only or address assignment only. Thus, fewer attacks can
affect the proposed protocol compared with separate pro-
tocols.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we succeeded eventually to develop a
yet efficient protocol that overlaps address and key as-
signments for MANET nodes. Simulation results are
very promising and show impressive improvements in the
packet delay, channel throughput, and number of control
packets needed to perform the address and key assign-
ments, as well as MAC layer packets over that obtained in
the other known separate protocols (T-DAAP and thresh-
old security or D-DAAP and threshold security). As a sum-
mary and compared with the best available in the literature,
we obtain the improvements of about 26%, 45%, 30%,
and 40% for the packet delay, channel throughput, control
packets, and MAC layer packets, respectively. However,
there are a number of potential future research directions
for this work. It will be extremely interesting to modify
the proposed protocol to accommodate two different net-
works along with two different roots. On the other hand,
studying the effect of threshold value variation on the be-
havior of proposed protocol will be a valuable addition.
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